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(Received June 15, 1991)

In this paper, we propose a method for object recognition using two-dimen-
sional space spectrum analysis and neural network on the basis of aspect
vision approach. In order to avoid mismatching caused by rotation and trans-
lation, we use two-dimensional space spectrum as training data of multilayer
feedforward neural network, as well as edge images frbm the viewpoints
partitioned uniformly. The multilayer feedforward neural network works as
the matching processor of the aspect graph and its two-dimensional space
spectrum, and recognizes the objects in the scene taken from unlearned
viewpoints. With the experiments, we show the effectiveness of recognition of

some kinds of chairs.

                             1. Introduciton

                           '
  Object recognition in two dimensional images is a major area of research in

computer vision. The key problem in recognition lies in two-dimensional (2-D)

representation of three-dimensional (3-D) objects, or in matching between 2-D

input image and 2-D representations. The approach of multiple 2-D views of the

objects from different viewpoints is effective to the former problem. The aspect

graph approach is recently studied aggressively which is based on topologically

distinct views of an object to represent its shape. [1]- [3] The latter problem

(2-D to 2-D matching problem) is usually discussed as a topological matching

between an input data and database in the aspect graph approaches. But if an ihput

image taken from tv camera contains noise that breaks a line into two or more line

segments, it becomes difficult to maintain a similarity of topology between the input

image and the database. In this paper, we propose a new method of object recogni-

tion, using multilayer feedforward neural network to be trained with aspect graphs

of the objects of the uniformly partitioned view space and their two-dimensional

space spectrum. The outline of our algorithm is as follows. (Fig.1)
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                     Fig. 1 Flow diagram of an algorithm

1) Generate line-drawing aspect images of the objects to be recognized from uniformly par-

   titioned view spaces using surface data of obiects.

2) Refine these images to training images which are suitable to the network.

3 ) Calculate two-dimensional space power spectrum of refined images.

4 ) Train the network with the data of both 2) and 3).

5) Input a gray scale image of the obiects from CCD camera, detect edges and thin them, and

  calculate two--dimensional space power spectrum. Input them to the InputLlayer of the

  network.

  The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes aspect

graphs as training data of the network. Section 3 describes training data refinement

to recognize the obiect from a viewing angle little different from the trained data.

Section 4 describes an implementation of the proposed algorithm and shows some

experimental results in the case of some kinds of chairs as the object world. Finally,

section 5 discusses the major advantages and limitaion of the proposed method, and

includes directions for the futute work.
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2. Aspect Graph

  In the multiple 2-D view approach to 3-D object representation, there are two

approaches to partitioning the space of viewpoints: 1) the uniformly partitioning

approach that the viewing space is partitioned into a uniform manner by projecting

a tessellated regular polyhedron on to the sphere, and 2) the aspect graph approach

that the viewing space is partitioned according to the qualitative structure of the

view. [1] In our approach we use a multilayer feedforward neural network for

object matching, the former .approach is better, to create the training data of the

network. Because so many graphs are generated in the case of complex objects, or

less aspects are generated in 'the case of simple objects in the aspect graph approach.

On the other hand, the uniform partitioning approach generates, of course, the

uniform partitioned views so that every viewing angles to the object to be reeognized

are treated equally to the network for recognition. The aspect graph approach takes

advantage of a topological matching to examine matching between an input data

and database. But it becomes important to get high stability of topological structure

of the input data to be recognized in order to avoid mismatching. It is not easy to

keep the input data free from'noise to get high,stability of topological structure. So

we take a pattern (not topological) matching using a simple three-layer feedforward

neural network with an error back propagation learning, and two-dimensional space

spectrum pattern is also used as a training data to avoid mismatching caused by

rotation and translation. In the next sections, it is described about training data and

network struture.

3. Input Data of Neural Network

  In this section, it is described about the network structure and data refinerrtent for

training the neurai network. It is a difficult problem to decide the number of units

of the network. For the three-layer feedforWard neural network, especially to an

image data which needs large number of units of Input-layer, it needs reduction of

the number of raw input data (image data) in order to reduce a network scale and

learning time. In order to reduce of the number of units, we take an approach to

refine training data to the network as follows.

3. 1 Edge Image Generation and Data Reduction.

  Using the surface data of the objects, uniformly partitioned edge images are

generated. (shown in Fig.2) Size of these images are 512×512 in our experiments.

  In the hext, we reduce the size of edge images to n×n (n=16, for example) images
for decreasing the number of units of Input-layer of the network. We con$ider the

number of edge points appeared in each n×n mesh.
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(a) 512×512 image

             Fig.2 Size reduction of images

(b) nXn image

3. 2 Median Filter

  The reduction of the number of input data mentioned above is effective to reduce

the number of whole units of the network. But a small difference in the edge images

sized 512 × 512 caused by translation induces a large difference in n×n mesh pattern,

because nXn mesh pattern is partitioned uniformly if an edge line lies across a

boundary of mesh or not. In the case in Fig.3, there is a little difference between (a)

and (b), but there is much difference between (c) and (d). In order to reduce this

difference, we use a median filter to the nXn patterns. In Fig.3, there is a small

difference between filtered patterns (e) and (f).

3. 3 Two-Dimengional Space Power Spectrum

  And we calculate DFT (discrete Fourier transform) of resized edge images

obtained above. Calculation from equation (2) derives only power component of two-

dimensional space spectrum so that we can extract characteristics insensitive to

translation.

   F(u,v)="s' "E' f(.,y)e.pa.2.(UX+-EIY-)) a)
                                nn          x=o              y=o

where f(x,y) is a value of position(x,y) of the reduced edge image.

Power component of space spectrum is deduced by the equation as follows.

   iF(u,v)1== Re F(u,v) 2+Im F(u,v)2 (2)
These two features, the numbers of edge points and power space spectrum of them,

are used as input data to the network. The number of input data is 2×nXn.
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4. Experiments and Results

4. 1 Network Structure and Learning

  We use a three-layer feedforward neural network to recognize the object. (Fig. 4)

The number of Input-layer units is 2×n×n (n=16. in this experiment), the number
of Hidden-layer units is 30 and the number of Output-layer units is 5. The number

of Hidden-layer units is decided by pre-experiment under condition of n= 16. Results

of this pre-experiment (Fig.6 (a)) show that recognition rate is the best value when

the number of Hidden"-layer units is 30. Learning algorithm is an error back

propagation (Eq.(3)). In the following equations, AwK-'tKj(t) is the t-th weight differ-

ence from unitiin layer k-1 to unitjin layer k, ikj is the sum of input to unitjin

layer k, okj is an output of unitj in layer k, yj is a training data of unit j, f'(x) is a

first derivative of sigmoid function f(x).

          16×16 pattcrri Tbo-dinensiomal Drr pover spectrui

------"------------"---tt------t----------"--{--}-- tnput rayer (51"

------e-e-------------------- Hidden laver (:)O)

chairl ctzaint

    Fig. 4

                        butput

 chaiB chair4 che1es

't'hree-Layer Feedforward Network

layer (5)

Awk7itkj(t+1)='Edkjok-ii+cv Aw"-'iikj(t) (3)

dk,-
[,Ok.,gY.jlla(J'tJ,l),,(,,,) (k=m)

(k=m)
(4)

f(x)=
1

1+exp(-x)
(5)

  In our experiments, the parameter of

learning rate (E in Eq.(3)) is O.25.
momentum (a in Eq.(3)) is O.9, and the

4. 2 Objects to be Recognized

  Fig.5 (a) shows objects to be recognized.

by polyhedral units. First we generate

There are five k

edge images of

inds of chairs constructed

all the objects from 37
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different directions (from O degree to 180 degree rotationg 5 degree at a step) under

the same depression angle (about 30 degree) of using surface model data of the

objects. The size of these edge images is 512×512.

4. 3 Training Network

  Training data is prepared like as a following list. Experiment 1) comparison

between training with median filtered edge images and training the edge images

without median filtered. Experiment 2) comparison among training only using edge

images, training only using two-dimensional space power spectrum and training

using both data. For eah case, we train the network five times because the weights

of all the units of the network are initially setup at random and the error back

propagation decreases the MSE (mean square error) until it becomes less than

threshold value (O.OOOI). After training, we calculate a recognition'rate as the

average of results from experiments five times.

4. 4 Object Recognition

  After training network, we present 60 patterns (12 patterns for each object), which

are partly shown in Fig.5 (b), into Input'layer of the network taken from various

directions under the same depression angle as the training data. These images can

be obtained after transformation from gray scale images taken from CCD camera

using Sobel operation and thinning operation. And these edge images are also

transformed to two"dimensional space power spectrum using Eq.(2).

4. 5 Experimental Results

  Figs.6 (b) and (c) show recognition rates on the various state of network and

training data format. Fig.6 (b) shows results in the case of comparison between

training with median filtered edge images and training with the edge images without

median filtered. In all partitioning step angles, recognition rates trained with median

filtered data are higher than without median filtered. Concerning about partitio.ning

step angle, recongnition rate is best in the case that partitioning step angle is 10

degree. Fig.6 (c) shows results of Experiment 2) of 4.3. Recognition rates trained with

both edge patterns and power spectrum patterns are higher than any others. In this

experiment, recognition rate is best also in the case that partitioning step angle is 10

degree.

5. Conclusions

  This paper proposes a new approach to object recognition using three'-layer

feedforward neural network under the idea of aspect graphs. The aspect graphs

approach makes the recognition problem of 3-D objects into 2-D matching. But

this matching process needs topological stability in the process before matching. In

our approach, we consider an edge'based pattern matching problem using neural

network instead of a topological matching problem. Adding this, because of training
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the network with both edge data and two-dimensional space power spectrum, it can

avoid mismatch between the input images and database caused by translation of

rotation of input images. The limitation of this approach is a necessity of large

number of training data in the case that input images of the objects to be recognized

are taken from various directions under various depression angles. It is expensive to

execute training the network with large amount of data from more various direc-

tions and of more various kinds of objects. Future directions of our work iovill focus

on the idea of combination system with proposed approach in this paper and

topological (aspect) approach. In the case of various depression angles, two step

approach that it recognizes object under the estimated depression angle in the first

step using global topological matching of the input images and database of aspects

under various depression angles. ThiS database in the first step is constructed with

the aspects of major features that induce differences under various depression angles

in the object world. In the case of such an object world like some kinds of chairs, this

major feature will be a pedestal part of the chair.
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